suggested the power of the initial confrbntation of object by man.
The force of this impac t is not diminished for the viewer today. The visual impact of the ancient tool or weapon can elicit a strong response from the contemporary viewej:, bu t in~vays removed in time from the ancient context. A study of such relics thus resulted in a conception of a primordial frame of reference which enables me to participate as a painter in the origins of our culture. The thesis will investigate the specific imageries of Birth and Rebirth in relation to the heritage and accretions of a culture 'in relation to the way these cultural symbols are now relative to the needs of this painter and utilized by her.
During the activity of painting my state will often parallel that of the child scrutinizing a stick or a stone, e~cperiencing their qualities directly. As an adult, finally I am more aware of the effects of the mediating screen of verbiage. If I can experience painting with the impactor this child, my, ability to express in paint will rival the impact made by the timeless artifact.
In investigating the relation of symbology to the subject mat;ter the degree to which representationalism was negated in favor of relative abstraction was also important. Subject matter, that~s, that which has pretentions toward being highly representational, involves a comm:t tment to correspondance v]ith the phenomenalogical world. As such it has trappings which interfere with its apprehension on abstract terms, a condition necessary to the positing of a freshly meaningful symbol. The ideal freedom which is possible for the relatively abstract painting lies in the multiplicity of meaning thereby possible for the artist and viewer. It is too easy to view,the world as an 2 accretion of matter; and think of painting as its imitation in pigment.
Therefore a movementto\vard abstraction is deemed necessary and forms c·ome to symbolize a simple organic state akin to "stick". Com-. position was simplified to permit this greater range of· interpretationthe spatiai" content being the inorganic vwrld ground· of "stone". This intention toward abstraction further reinforces the larger context of the primordial and the necessity of a direct apprehension of the artist's interaction with her painting elements as if to the direct qualities of the proverbial stick and stone • More than a record, the canvas is an occasion for the' presentation of plastic(painted)forms and shap~s whose unique relation provides a unttyand order conveying aesthetic feeling. This new whole is that which is reborn from the painter and su~sequently experienced by the viewer.
The primordial imagery of birth as origin is my subject, and rebirth as the synthesis of plastic elements is my aim.
The task with art work~--the monoprints, oils on hardboard, and larger canvases--was two fold, ideational and technical • . With 'some, !the monoprints, the i'
technical was no obstacle. I :found little di:ff'i~ulty attaining the control with which to express my ideas.
But, with the others, :for example the small oils on "hardboard, te'chnical problems were considerable. I want ·to discuss the group of paintings I did considering these two kinds of problems with emphasis on the relative importance they assumed to me.
The monoprint is related to a drawing technique. The .val.ue range o:f the paint ing is not highly contra~t~ng, indeed a ,rather. somber color note remains.
The space around the forms ranges from warm to cool, the dark value area indicating the depths of the cave, the whole altering·within the l~ger value~id-range.
The brighter colors on the right suggest a possible light source, as if the cave mouth was there.
The pa~nting of this picture was interesting to me in that while the forms were not articulated by a careful chairoscuro system, I perceived them in their entirety in much the same manner as r know ,~y -sculpture' pieces. For by sheer physical handling, I see them from many points of view. It was almost as if in painting them I was "hand1ing tl them with eye and mind. They are as :real to me as three dimensional' forms. YejJ, I am not s,aying that they existed from'the"first in my ,consciou's mind fully articulated, but 'that once in paint, though in a less than spelled out state, they evokedin my mind the three dimensional objects to which 'they actually refer.
Other~m~ll paintings'worked within the frame of reference of the cave exploring the problem of relative articulation of form and spatial positioning". The technical problems 'I was working on were pointed toward the task of' my: larger canvases., By working on the smaller size paintings, I was able to explore and develop the vocabu1arly of shape, range of', color, and value which could implemenf my final' paintings.
In the larger canvases, while already oomfortable in the vernacular of" the cave" I was moved to investigate the forms--espeoially the organic. ones tha t "had ap-, . peared in the earlier works. Some of' the paintings, 'therefore,showa special concern f'orthe abstraction of organic form.
The first large painting I will discuss is called ,"Shaman". My, intention for this painting was again to evoke'in the viewer the cave and the cave ritual. This' paint~ng evolved freely after the 'experience of being I intended the vigor of the stroke, the shape to shape relationships,~hetolerance of' spatial ambiguity, and the animal head as cues to the remote cave setting.
(I was continually searching, for alternative ways to express and evoke the primeval, association complex). "Artifacts" was done with more hard edge control, as a still ,li:te, but wi thout a readily i·q.entifiabl'e . picturing of specific "typical" artifacts.
I began the painting called "Red tntrusion" with a wider range of objects in my mind.
tn order 'to explore the organic structure of things~-mushrooms and seedlings, jelly fish and hydra, £lora and fauna-abstract and composite forms entered my imagination.
Their q~alities and configurations were discharged and modified into the painting vernacular, and placed on the canvas. 
